Adaptation Fair for 
Inclusive Education
Inclusion Support Teachers, General Education Teachers, Parents, Prospective Teachers and Everyone else who is interested!

** WHEN:** Tuesday, November 13, 2012
4:30 - 7:00 pm

** WHERE:** California State University CSUEB
Library Biella Room (when you enter Library turn right, room is on the left)

** RSVP:** by Monday, November 12, 2012
Email Jacki Anderson at jacki.anderson@csueastbay.edu

**Bring examples and copies of:**

- Systematic instruction for students with disabilities within general education classrooms/lessons
- Adaptations that allow students with disabilities to participate more independently and interact with their peers
- Curricular adaptations (all subjects and grade/levels)
- Information on commercially available materials as well as materials you and your colleagues have developed

**NOTE:** We will have a computer & LCD projector and access to the internet so bring any materials/websites needing the above for display. You may wish to bring your own laptop or ipad/tablet to display and share those applications you are finding useful in instruction as well!